HTC Application Services

An idea flashes to you and don’t know how to make into an application. We, at HTC Global Services are your reliable partner in making your idea a reality. With the never give up attitude, we are just the right match for you. Our centers of Excellence (CoE) for various technology stacks, contribute to efficient development of applications using Microsoft, Oracle, Java and other open source technologies.

HTC has been in the Application Services domain for over two decades and has been a master at providing cost effective engagement models. Our services optimize ROI by lowering the risk of downtime and recurring cost of maintaining existing applications.

Our Application Services include:

- **Application Maintenance and Support**: HTC has experience in developing applications in areas such as Legacy Applications, Web Applications, Portal Applications, and Mobile Applications. It has set up Centers of Excellence (CoE) for various technology stacks to support application development that are assessed at CMM level 5 standards.

- **Legacy / Application Modernization**: HTC follows various types of re-engineering and modernization approaches such as Automated Source Code Conversion, Automated Program Restructuring with manual changes, Manual Program, and Data Restructuring. It has also successfully migrated enterprise-wide applications and integrated legacy applications on IBM mainframes.

- **Enterprise Application Integration**: HTC has implemented EAI solutions for several Fortune 500 companies across various domains addressing complex integration needs spanning geographies. Making applications ‘Talk to Each Other’ is the primary target of our Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) Services. This requires an enterprise architecture that allows information to flow coherently between departments and across locations of enterprise that reduces maintenance cost and weeds out redundancies.

*Accelerating Clients’ Success by Re-Imagining Technology*
HTC’s Best Practices
• Simultaneous knowledge transfers at onsite and offshore
• Test data preparation/data migration before project begins
• Offshore Agile
• Separate design points

HTC’s Unique Proposition
HTC is a process driven organization that values client application development using automation tools that integrates the work done on multiple platforms.

HTC’s ISMS policies’ adherence to ISO 27001 standards and focus on people, processes, and infrastructure with clearly defined SLAs assuring business continuity with information confidentiality.

Most often than not we are most preferred as we provide accelerated application development and maintenance by using reusable components that helps clients accrue financial benefits.

We also provide multi-tier/level support with established methodology to perform due diligence, acquire knowledge, and manage the delivery.

About HTC:
• Over 27 years of IT and BPO experience in providing cost effective and innovative services across domains for a wide spectrum of global 2000 customers
• Quality and information security processes compliant to SEI CMM Level 5, ISO 9001, ISO 27001 and PCI DSS standards
• Global presence, large delivery centers, talented professionals, capabilities across multiple technologies, platforms and domains